
ON  THE  THEORY  OF  IMPROPER  DEFINITE  INTEGRALS*

BY

ELIAKIM   HASTINGS   MOORE

§1.

Introduction.    The four current types of improper integrals.

Io. In this paper I wish to define a system of types of improper simple defi-

nite integrals, a system embracing in particular the four current types ; of the

theory of the general type I give at present merely the elements, the methods

employed, however, being characteristic.

The four current types are compared in § 1 2°—13°. By way of generaliza-

tion of their diversities the new types arise (11°-17°). As the desirable basis

for the new types I propose (16°) an extension of the notion of the proper

simple definite integral ; this involves likewise an extension of the notions of the

four current types.

In § 2 I state in convenient notations a body of elementary properties of the

general type of integrals. These properties with two definitional processes of

induction developed in §§ 3, 4 serve as the basis for the definition in § 5 of the

system of types of improper integrals related to the (extended) type of proper

integrals defined in 16°.

2°. If the definite integral

(1) f F(x)dx

is a proper integral, the interval ab of integration is finite and the integrand

function F(x) exists (everywhere defined but not necessarily in a single valued

way) on ab as a limited function.

3°. Improper integrals over finite intervals.—We call to mind the

four current types of improper integrals (1) over finite intervals ab. The fol-

lowing presuppositions are common to the four types. On ab the function F(x)

has a singular point-set Z. In every neighborhood of a point £ of Z the func-

tion F(x) is unlimited. On every interval of ab containing no point f the func-

tion F(x) is properly integrable.

* Presented to the Society at the Ithaca meeting August 19, 1901. Received for publication

Ootober 2, 1901.
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4°. Type I.—In the first type the set Z is reducible, that is, for some

(lowest) ordinal * a of Cantor's first or second class of ordinals, the derived set

Z(0) = 0 ; hence the set Z has the content zero, and it is finite or numerably in-

finite ; and conversely, any set finite or numerably infinite is reducible. Cauchy

and Riemann considered the case of finite sets Z (a = 1), and du Bois-Reymond

(1875: Crelle's Journal, vol. 79, pp. 36, 45), and Dini (1878: Dini-

Luroth, pp. 404-445) the case of sets Z of the first kind f(a = i»=l,2,3,---),

and quite recently Schoenflies (1900: Bericht, pp. 185-186, Jahresbe-

richt der Deutschen Mathematiker Vereinigung, vol. 8, no. 2) the

general case (a = a).

5°. Type II.—In the second type the set Z is any set of content zero.

For a systematic exposition of the theory of these the (general) Harnack inte-

grals of 1883-1884 I refer to my paper in the last number of this journal

(pp. 296-330); in the introduction are indicated the relations with the equiva-

lent Jordan theory of 1894.

The theories of these two types have this fundamental difference : the inte-

gral of the second type is defined by a definition covering all cases at once,

while all cases of the first type are covered in that the integral for the case

a = 1 is defined directly and then two definitional processes are given which

serve to define, in the first place, the integral for the case a = a0 + 1 in terms

of integrals for the case a = a0 and, in the 'second place, the integral for the

case a = aw in terms of a numerably infinite set of integrals for the cases

a = av (y = 1, 2, 3 , • ■ •), where the ordinal aM is next higher than the set {af\.

Thus the definition of a particular integral of the second type involves a single

limiting process, and that of one of the first type involves a finite or a numer-

ably infinite system of limiting processes.

6 °. In the comparison of two types of integrals, presupposing that in each theory

every integral (1) when existent has a definite finite value, we say for brevity

that the two types are accordant or in accord in case every integral existent in

each theory has in the two theories equal values ; and of two accordant types we say

that the first contains or includes the second if every integral existent in the

second theory exists also in the first. Two types are equivalent if each includes

the other.

7°. Now to compare the first two theories, we see that the second theory has

wider application than the first theory, since the second theory covers the cases

of irreducible sets Z.    As to integrals with reducible sets Z, the two types are

* That is ordinal number ( Ordinalzahl).

f Gattung.
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well known to be equivalent for the case a = 1. For the cases * a > 1, how-

ever, while it is readily seen that the first type contains the second, the two

types are not equivalent ; for example (a = 2), the integral (31) p. 330 of my

paper cited above exists or not according as it is of the first or second type.

8°. Type III.—The third type is that of Holder (Mathematische

Annalen, vol. 24 (1884), p. 90 ff.) : the set Z is reducible. Holder de-

fines primarily an indefinite integral

(2) ¡F(x)dx\

on the x-interval ab, viz., as any function db(x) continuous on ab and such that

for any two points x x" of ab, whose interval x'x" contains no point f one has

the relation
r*x"

(3) 4>(x")-<p(x')= 1    F\x)dx.

This definition would apply to any set Z. The restriction to reducible sets Z

is made in order that two such indefinite integrals on ab may differ on ab by a

constant, and thus that the definite integral :

(4) f F(x)dx = <p(b')-<p(a'),
Ja'

where a'b' are any two points of ab, may be independent of the indefinite inte-

gral <p(x) used in its definition.

The first and the third types of definite integrals are easily seen to be equiv-

alent. Indeed it is possible that Holder had in mind the final extension, later

made by Schoenflies, of the integrals of the first type to the case of any or-

dinal a.

9°. Type IV._The fourth type is that of de la Vallke-Poussin (1892 :

Liouville's Journal, ser. 4, vol. 8, pp. 421-467). For the general set Z of

content f zero a primary definition is given by a single limiting process which is

of such a nature that the integral (1) if existent is absolutely existent.   Then, on

*l have found only the two following notes of comparison of the two types for these cases :

Stolz (Wiener Berichte, vol. 1072» (1898), pp. 207-224 : ef. §2) states that for the case

« = v>l the second typeis not evidently ("nicht ohne Weiteres'') to be identified with the

first.

Schoenflies (loc. cit., p. 188, 11. 21-24) discriminates in general the cases of sets Z reduoible

and irreducible by introducing the terms: integrals of the first and second kinds {Arlen), and

thus distinctly implies that for reducible sets Z the two types are equivalent.—The proper dis-

crimination is by the type.

f Sciioenflies (loo. cit.,pp. 178, 187, § 5) points out and emphasizes the fact that this con-

dition if not inserted in the definition may be deduoed as a conclusion, iu any case in which the

(modified) definition yields an integral.
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the basis of the proper aud of these absolutely existent improper integrals, for

the general reducible set Z0 of all points f of Z in whose neighborhood the func-

tion F(x) is not absolutely integrable the non-absolutely existent integrals are

defined * as in the first theory.

It is to be noted that Schoenflies (loc. cit., pp. 188, 189) gives vague indi-

cations that the case of irreducible sets Z0 may be included by suitable phrasing

of the secondary definition, and indeed that the primary definition may be so

modified as to include the non-absolutely existent integrals.

The second and the fourth types are equivalent in so far as absolutely ex-

istent integrals are concerned,! and, likewise, as to non-absolutely existent in-

tegrals, in the case a = 1 for the reducible set Z_, while in the cases a > 1 the

fourth type contains but is not equivalent to the second type ; the example (for

a = 2) cited above (7°) serves here also.

10°. To summarize : The Harnack (second) type of integral (1) has the

widest range of application and it involves a single limiting process. The other

types involve in general a system of limiting processes. Every type contains

the corresponding subtype of the Harnack type. Every subtype involving

only one limiting process is equivalent to the corresponding Harnack subtype.

In every theory the integral symbol (1) has a unique definition.

11°. For a given singular set Z the system* of types of improper integrals (1)

to be defined in this paper arises from the four current types by way of gen-

eralization of their diversities. The reader will doubtless have foreseen the

character of the general type to be proposed. It bears to the Harnack type a

relation which generalizes (not uniquely) the relation borne by the first type

(a = a) to the Cauchy subtype (a = 1 ). The integral symbol (1) for any

type of the system receives a unique definition depending on the type, or, other-

wise expressed, on the way in which the set Z is utilized in the limiting process

or processes involved in the definition.

At present in connection with the definition of the system of types I consider

briefly the theory of the general type of the system but not the relations amongst

the various types. I conjecture however that this relation is (as amongst the

current types) simply that every type is in accord with every other type. If this

relation is indeed valid, we may obviously unite or fuse all the types of the system

into a new single type in which the symbol (1) has again a unique definition.!

*The definition given by de LA Vallée-Poussin (loc. cit., p. 453, § 55) is restricted to the

caBe of reducible sets Z0 of the first kind.

fCf. Stolz (loc. cit., introduction).

X If in any particular type of the system a symbol (I) has-a value, it shall have that value in

the new type. If in every type of the system the symbol (I) has no value, it shall have no

value in the new type.
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12°. Since in the theory of a particular type of integrals the definite in-

tegral function

(5) J(x) =   j    F(x) dx <x on ah)
Ja

of a function F(x), properly or improperly integrable from a to b, is a continuous

function of x on ab, and qua (p(x) satisfies the relation (3), we have in that

theory, even for irreducible sets Z, means of selecting from amongst all Holder's

functions (p(x) a system every two of which differ on ab by a constant, viz., the

system

(6) <f>(x) = J(x)A-C,

where C is an arbitrary constant. For this theory these functions <p(x) may

then properly receive the indefinite integral notation :

(7) <p(x) = fF(x)dx.

In case we may fuse all the types of the system into a new type, as suggested (

in 11°, we obtain in the new theory a unique system of indefinite integrals (7).

13°. Improper integrals over infinite intervals.—In each of the

four current types the improper integral (1) over an infinite interval ab is de-

fined either explicitly or presumptively as the limit of the proper or improper

integral over the finite subinterval a'b' of ab as a'b' converges to ab. * Thus

for each type the theory of the improper integrals over infinite intervals depends

upon that of the improper integrals over finite intervals.

It is, however, possible to define the former integrals as transforms of the lat-

ter integrals.    The transformation

(8) x= y¡r(x) = — (x± I)-1 ± 1    (ion the interval-"'.:«0)

throws the complete f x-line (— oo = x = co) in a one-to-one way on the «-inter-

val — 1 = x == + 1 ; as ce traverses the x-line in the positive sense x traverses the

«-interval in the same sense ; -ty ( x ) is a continuous function of x with a continuous

positive derivativeifr'(x) = (x ± 1)~2 on the x-interval excluding its extremities

rp 1.    Then, setting

* We define in like manner the content /(H) of a point-set S lying on an infinite interval ab

as the limit of the content y (H') of the subset 3' of 5 lying on the finite subinterval a'b' of ab

as a'b' converges to ab.

t It is here permissible and convenient to admit the definite infinities co , — co as arguments

and functional values.    For a function /(œ) the two numbers

/(OO),      /(03_0)E=     L     /(*)
a:=«.

are definitionally distinct, and so are /(— co ), /(— co 4 0). The function/(a;) is continuous

at co if/(co),/(co — 0) exist and are equal.
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(9) F(x)=F(f(x)) fa(x)=F(^r(x))(x±iy2    (x on the interval -f-"'i)»

and denoting by a, a and b, b two pairs of corresponding values of x, x re-

spectively, we have the relation of transformation :

(10) f F(x)dx= f* F(x)dx.
Ja "a

This relation is valid for finite intervals ab.—We may use the relation to de-

fine the integrals over infinite intervals, viz., as transforms of those over finite

intervals/-

Similarly, for any type of integrals, we may define the integrals over infinite

intervals either as limits of integrals of the same type or as transforms of in-

tegrals of a transformed type, these integrals being in each case over finite intervals.

It seems to be desirable to adopt the former and usual definition as the

definitive definition for use in the applications of the theory of any type of

integrals, but in the development of the theory to adopt the latter new definition.

For it is evident that an integral under the new definition is one under the old

definition, while an integral under the old definition, if not one under the new

definition, is one under the new definition for a closely related type of integrals ;

and so the theory is richer by the adoption of the old definition while its develop-

ment (if made for the general type of integrals) is somewhat simpler by the

adoption of the new definition.

For the first, third, and fourth types the two definitions are equivalent. In

the second type, however, it is possible to have, for example, a Harnack in-

tegral j F(x)dx (according to the old definition) whose transformed Har-

nack integral J F(x)dx does not exist: the example of §3 9° of my paper

already cited is to the point,—on the x-interval £1 = ab the present function

F(x) being the function F(x) 4- G (x) of the reference.

14°. For the sake of clearness of thought and also of greater generality we

replace the point-set Z of singularities £ of the integrand function F(x) by any

point-set H of content zei-o.* The general type of integral is then in a certain

sense a function or an aspect of 3. The integral (1) depends upon the type,

the interval ab, and the integrand function F(x). If the symbol (1) has value,

the function -^(x) has certain relations to H, e. g., on every interval of ab

containing no point £ of 3 the function F(x) is properly integrable; and

further, the limiting relations implied in the type hold.

15°. For the purpose of the later theory the content r/(H) of H needs to be

zero.    But the definitions and theory of the present paper are effective also for

* But cf. 15°.
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sets 3 of arbitrary content 7(B); since this fact has interest, the more general

form of presentation is adopted.

16°. The more general proper definite integrals.—I extend the notion

of the proper definite integral (1) as follows :

The interval ab isafiniteinterval. The integrand function F(x) exists on ab,

or, at least, on ab apart from a point-set ii of content zero, as a function every-

where defined* and limited ;| and a function G(x), arising from F(x) by modi-

fication of its determination on ii so that G (x) is on ab everywhere defined and

limited, is properly integrable from a to 0 in the usual sense. Then we set in

general

(11) f F(x)dx =  f G(x)dx.
Ja Ja

In case on the set ii F(x) itself is everywhere defined and limited, the inte-

gral (1) exists as a proper integral in the usual sense, and the equality (11) is

well known.

In other cases the equality (11) serves to define the integral (1) as a definite

finite number, a proper definite integral in the new sense.

By virtue of this definition of the type of proper integrals every existing

definite integral (1) of this type or of any derivative type defined in this paper

(§5) retains its type and value under any modification of the determination of

the integrand function on a point-set of content zero. This statement is em-

bodied in theorem II of § 2 ; and it is to be compared with the remark of § 5

7° (p. 329) of my paper cited above (5°).

§2-

Notations and elementary properties of the general

type of integrals.

Io.  With respect to any linear point-set B (§ 1 15°) we are to consider a sys-

tem of types of improper definite integrals (§1 (1)), and especially the general

(any particular) type of the system.    For this type we use the notation J (" in-

tegral "), instead of the  integral sign J  with an affix  indicating the type in

question.     Thus, the symbol:

(1) \"aF(x)dx,

where a and b are definite points (finite or infinite) and where F(x) is a definite

function of x on the interval ab, denotes a definite  integral of the type X,

* Not necessarily in a single valued way.

f On the set ß F{x) need not be defined, and, so far as it is defined, it need not he limited.
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which is either existent and of definite finite value or non-existent. We speak

of the X-integral (1) and of functions F(x) J-integrable from a tob.

The closed set 3 + 3' is supposed to contain the two infinite points (=1= oo).

IfE = {+co, — oo} the (only) type J of the set 3 is the type of the proper

definite integrals of §1 16° over finite intervals and

The integrals of type J over subintervals of a fixed interval ab constitute a

type 1ab. With respect to the type \ab all sets 3 having the same subset 3o6

lying on ah are equivalent.

2°. The following theorems (I-VIII) of the theory of the proper definite in-

tegrals defined in § 1 16° hold also in the theory of the integrals of the type J.

I*.  The function 0 is ^-integrable from a to b, and I^Odc = 0.

II. A change in the determination of the integrand function F(x) in the points

of a point-set of content ! zero makes no change in the determination of the ^-in-

tegral Il F(x) dx.

Fixed hypothesis.—The function F(x) in III-VIII (IV apart) is supposed

to be T-integrable from a to b.

III. The function F(x) is likewise \-integrable from a?, to x2, where xxx2 are

any two points of ab.

IV. For a,ny three points xxx2x3 of the interval ab

i:: f(x) dx+1- *(»> dX=in f^ dx -,
and accordingly

I," **(*) dx = 0,     I^(as) dx = - 12 F(x) dx.

IV. If F(x) is \-integrable from xx to x2 and from x2 to x3, then it is \-in-

tegrable from xx to x3, and the equality of IV holds.

V. For every positive number e there exists a positive number Se such that

\J_l\F(x) dx\ < e for every two points xxx2 of ab for which \xx — x2[< êe.

In the light of theorem III, theorem V is the affirmation of the uniform

continuity on ab of the definite integral function

(2) J(X) = If F(X) dx (X on ab) ,

an affirmation known to include and to followj from the statement :

V. The definite integral function J(X) (2) is a continuous function of the vari-

able upper limit X on the X-interval ab.

VI. The function c F(x), where c is any constant, is \-integrable from a to b,

a7w/.

I*o F(x) dx = c1"a F(x) dx.

* Theorem I follows as a corollary of theorem VI for any function F(x) known to be I-inte-

grable from a to b.

f The content of a point-set lying on an infinite interval is defined in a footnote of § 1 13°.

J Even if ab is an infinite interval.
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VII. If the functions F(x), G(x) are J-integrable from a to b, so is the func-

tion F(x) 4 G(x), and

I* (F(x) A- G(x)) dx = J* F(x)dx + J* G(x)dx.

VIII. The transformation of definite integrals.

From the hypotheses :

1) The x-interval ab and an x-interval a b (each interval being finite or

infinite) are set in one-to-one point correspondence with preservation of sense

by the transformation

(3) x = 4>(x)* (ion a'b),

where

(4) a = </>(«),    b = <p(b);

2) The x-set 3a6 and an x-set B;¿ correspond under the transformation

(3);
3) On the x-interval ab apart from points £ and limit-points %' of B-¿,

the function 4>(x) has a continuous finite and non-zero derivative^ <p'(x),

follow the conclusions:

1) Under the transformation (3) the type I on the interval ab with re-

spect to the set 3ai, transforms into a type J on the interval ab with respect

to the set Sj j ;

2) The function

(5) F(x)^F(d>(x))4>'(x)

is J-integrable from a to b ;

3) The formula

(6) I"F(x)dx - JlF(x)<&

of transformation of definite integrals has validity.

3°. These theorems, with the exception of the second, are valid for proper

definite integrals in the usual sense ; they belong to the elements of the theory.

* Where then 0 (x) and its inverse 0 (x) are continuous functions of their respective arguments

ic, x on the respective intervals ab, ab. (Cf. the second footnote of § 1 13°.) It is to be noted

that a point-set fi of content zero transforms under a transformation (3) subject to the condition

1) into a point-set H likewise of content zero.

t Which has then the sign of (6 — a)¡(b— a) as permanent sign.—Nostatement ismadecon-

cerning the existence or properties of the derivative ty'(x)aX points x =-f, \'.—If the function

<t>(x) satisfies the conditions l)-3), the inverse function i{x) satisfies the corresponding condi-

tions on the .^-interval ab. Similarly there is a composition of transformations of this character.

Here one needs to prove (indirectly) that a or b belongs to 3 4 S' if it is infinite, so that, for ex-

ample, no proper definite integral (over a finite interval) is (by theorem VIII) transformable

into an integral over an infinite interval ; this state of affairs accords with the general postulate

of the close of § 1.
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As to theorem VIII, cf. Jordan's Cours d'Analyse, ed. 2, vol. 1, nos. 141-144.

The validity of all the theorems for proper integrals in the extended sense is

easily perceived.

4°. The l-integrals over infinite intervals ab are defined (cf. § 1 13°) as trans-

forms of \-integrals over finite intervals ab by the definite transformation x = -^ (x)

of § 1 13°.
That transformation (qua x = fax)) satisfies the conditions of theorem VIII

on the x-interval* — 1 = x = + 1.

By the notion of composition of transformations (3) one readily proves that

the general validity of the theorems of § 2 follows from their validity for all

finite intervals ab, ab (the latter entering only in theorem VIII), and again

that that validity follows from their validity for a single finite interval ab with

all finite intervals ab.

§3.
First definitional process of induction.

Io. By the first process of induction we are to define (in 2°-4°) from any set B0

and any type X of the set 3 a (related) type XSo of the aggregate set 3 + 30,

that is, we are to characterize the functions F(x) JSo-integrable from a to.b.

We agree at once that if a = b every function F(x) is so integrable, the integral

having the value zero.

We assume the validity of theorems I—VIII of § 2 for the type Xi and (in 5°—7°)

we establish their validity for the type X e0 •

In accordance with § 2 4°, in these definitions and proofs we may and do

restrict attention to the case of finite intervals ab.

In 8° I indicate a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of the

2--integral, which is very useful in the construction of integrals of type Xh»

from those of type X-

2°. The type Xa depends upon the type X just as Harnack's general or nar-

row type! f depends upon the type f of proper definite integrals, except

that now the set 30 is of arbitrary content 7(30) and does not necessarily lie on

a finite interval. As far as convenient I adopt the phrasings of my paper in the

preceding number of this journal: On Harnack's Theory of Improper Defi-

nite Integrals,—and for brevity refer to it by the notation H. T.

3°. The following notations are needed.

(a) With respect to any interval ab and point-set 3 or interval-set I the no-

tation 3a6 or Iah denotes the point-set of 3 or interval-set lying on / which lies

on ab.

* The extremities ± 1 are the transforms of ± œ and so belong to the closed set 3 4- H'.

t H. T. p. 304.
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(ß) When an interval-set * I encloses a point-set B narrowly,* in which case

it is denoted by the notation 1(3), then its length D¡ is greater than the con-

tent 7(3) of 3 ; this positive difference D¡— 7(3) we call the 3-length of /,

and denote it by D(I, 3) ; on the set of all such interval-sets 1(3) the lower

limit of D(I, 3) is zero.

(7) With respect to an interval-set / and a function F(x) the function

Fj(x) is defined as having at every point x of I the value zero, and at every

point x not of / the same determination as F(x) at that point.

(8) We denote the perfect set 30 4- 3„ by 3°.

4°. Our function F(x) JHo-integrable from a to b (ab unequal and finite) is,

in the first place, I-mtegrable 0Ver every subinterval of ab containing no point

f° of 3". This implies, according to theorems I, II, III, IV for the type I,

that Fj(x) is X-integrable from a to b, where /is any interval-set enclosing the

point-set 3°ah narrowly.

Then in the second place, the (finite) limit :

L     V„Fiix)dx,
r>(r, b°»)=o

in notation f

exists ; that is, for every positive e a positive B\ J exists such that

\YaFI(x)dx-\haHF(x)dx\<e

for every interval-set / enclosing 3°ah narrowly and of 3°6-length less than B\.—

This limit is provably definite.—Thus in terms of the type I the type Xs„ has

been completely defined.

It is to be noticed that

TaFI(x)dx = lAF(x)dx,

where «/"* denotes the interval-set of ab complementary to Iab, its intervals taken

in the sense ab, and where the notation on the right denotes the sum of the X-

integrals of F(x) over these directed intervals of Jba, or zero if Jba is non-exist-

ent. If in our definition we adopt X4 F(x) dx as the limitand expression, we

have a form of definition closely analogous to that of Jordan for the Harnack-

Jordan integrals.

*1I. T. § 1 5°, 7°.

fThe notation lBllba F{x)dx would (except for its appearance) be preferable.

{In this paper superscripts to Se notations are not exponents but mere affixes of discrim-

ination.
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5°. For the type XSo (qua X) the theorems I-VIII o/§ 2 hold.—We admit the

validity of these theorems for the type X> an<3, as.indicated in Io, we suppose

that a and b are finite, and furthermore distinct, since the theorems obviously

hold if a=b. The truth of I and II for Xh0 follows at once from their truth

for X- Theorems III, IV, IV, V, V, VI, VII for Xg0 depend upon the lemmas

given in 6°, essentially as the theorems H. T. § 3 V, VIII, § 2 III, § 3 IX, II,

XVII depend upon the theorems H. T. § 3 IV, V, VI. Theorem VIII is con-

sidered in 7°.

6e". Lemma I.     For every positivée there is a positive S2 such that

(1) \TP\{^x-T:iFh(x)dx\<e

for every two points xxx2 of the finite interval ab and every pair of interval-sets IXI2

each enclosing 3 °ab narrowly and ofS "ab-length less than S2.—Here the uniformity

with respect to as, x2 is of central importance.

This lemma corresponds to H. T. § 3 IV, the proof of which was involved

with that of a more general theorem H. T. § 3 X, the general analogue of which

is not now in question.    I give as imple proof of the lemma.

The determination h\ = \&\¡2 is effective.

If the lemma is not true, then for a certain determination of e, xx, x2, Ix, I2

satisfying the specified conditions the inequality (1), call it (1'), is invalid. We

may confine attention to the case a < b, x, <x2.

Let the interval-set I enclose B"6 narrowly and have 3"6-length less than S2.

Let the interval aß (a < ß) enclose ab (a < b) so that

a < a = xx < x2 = 6 < ß.

Then each interval-set:

\") ■*■»  =   ^axi   +  llxxX-2 "I" -^20 '    -*4 =  -Aw,   +   -'2x-ix2  +   lx.2ß ».

encloses B"6 narrowly and has* 3°6-length less than 2¿2 = S',2.

Hence, obviously, recalling the definition, we have

(3) \T„FI,(x)dx-TlFri(:r)dx\<e.

On the other hand, by (2) and §2 IV, for the type X> we have

II I\ («) àx = E FAm) dx 4- I:; Fh (x) dx 4- E2 F¿x) dx,

* We observe that T3, Tt are parts of f = I4r I\, ^ = I + h respectively and use the follow-

ing theorem of the theory of contents :

If the interval-sets I1 and I2 enclose the point-sets H1 and S2 respectively, then the interval-set

J= /• + I2 encloses the point-set S — S1 -4- «2, o>nd

D(I, S)  ^ D(P,S') + D(P, V).
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with a similar equation involving /4 and I2, so that

YaFh(x) dx - TaFri(x) dx = IZFfi(x)dx - IZF^x) dx,

whence by (1') we have, in contradiction with (3),

(4) \JtaFI,(x)dx-I''aFIt(x)dx\ ^ e.

Thus lemma I is proved.

Obviously lemma I holds also if the interval-sets Ix I2 enclose 3°i:C2 (instead of

3",,) narrowly, for the integrals in (1) are from xx to x2. Hence by the usual

limit-considerations theorem II is proved for the type Xg„i and likewise

Lemma II.    For every e and every two points xx x2 of the finite interval ab

\I:iFI(x)dx-l2SoF(x)dx\ =ie

for every interval-set X enclosing 3°ab narrowly and of 3"ab-length less than 82.

Lemma II is of fundamental importance in the deduction of theorems of

linear form for the type I So from similar theorems for the type X ■

7°. The truth of theorem VIII (with ab, ab finite intervals) for the type

XSo(qua X) °f the set 3 4 30(quâ 3) follows easily from its truth for the type

I of the set 3.

We consider a transformation

(5) x =<b(x) {xonäb)

which satisfies the conditions of  theorem VIII for  the type Xbo °f the set

3+30.
Using notations of evident meaning we observe that the sets 30 3° correspond

to similarly related sets B03° ; that every / enclosing 3° narrowly corresponds

to an / enclosing 3° narrowly ; that in the notation of 4° every J- corresponds

to a J'' ; and finally we observe, by considerations of the theory of contents of

linear point-sets, in view of the continuity of the transformation (5) between

ab ab, that for a positive e a positive B] exists such that the 3"6-length of / is

less than B\ in case the 3°--length of / is less than B].

Then

(6) \lJbF(x)dx-TaBoF(x)dx\<e

for every interval-set / enclosing 3-- narrowly and of 3°6-length less than B\ ;

and simultaneously, for every (directed) interval j of J''a,

(7) I, F(x)dx = \-jF(x)dx,

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 31
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since the transformation (5) on jj satisfies the conditions of theorem VIII for

the type X °f the set 3 ; and thus

(8) \JtF(x)dx=ï-JlF(x)dx.

From (6) and (8) by elimination we have the inequality needed to prove the

validity of theorem VIII for the type Xa0-

8°. The theorem of H. T. § 5 2° may readily be generalized to the case of

X Ho-integrals. In the proof of the generalized theorem one uses instead of the

theorem H. T. § 3 XIII' considerations of continuity and definitional consider-

ations concerning the analogues of the integrals, loc. cit. (3). This theorem is of

fundamental use in the construction (as in H. T. § 5) from the functions -\¡rn (x),

Xu (x) of H. T. § 5 4° of functions having integrals of type X °f a se* 3 par-

titioned into a finite sequence B,, 32, ■ • -, 3m, viz.

I =  f     ■       ■

§4.

The second definitional process of induction.

Io. In the second process of induction we have to do with a simply or-

dered set* M = {m} of symbols or marks m and with a related simply ordered

set {Xm} of types X"" of the point-set 3"', where 3mi is a proper subset of 3m2 if

mx <m2.

We are to define in 4° a type \M of the aggregate set B<M, where B<M denotes the

(least) point-set containing every set 3m as a subset.

From this definition, on the assumption of the validity of theorems I—VIII of § 2

for the types ~¡_m, follows their validity for the type \M, as one readily assures him-

self.

2°. The simply ordered set M= {m) may have a highest mark m, m = m';

in this case we say that it terminates with the mark m . Every finite set M

terminates.    A transfinite set M may or may not terminate.

3°. Even if the set {3'"} does not terminate the set {3'"} may on an in-

terval i essentially terminate, i. e., there may be a mark m0 such that 3™ = 3™°

for every m ;> m^, where 3'jl denotes the subset of 3"' lying on i.

*With Cantor (Mathematische Annalen, vol. 46, p. 496) a set Mot marks m is

simply ordered if of every two distinct marks mxm2 one, say m,, is distinguished, and if this

distinction istransitive, i. e., if of the marks m1rn2 the mark)«! is distinguished, and of m2ms m2 is

distinguished, then of the marks m1mi the mark mx is distinguished. One says that according to

the ordering in question m¡ has the lower and m2 the higher rank, in notation :

% -< fflj,    m2 >- w,.
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A point x = x0 is with respect to the non-terminating transfinite set {B"*}

critical, in case on no interval i enclosing x0 the set {3m} is essentially a termi-

nating set. We denote these critical points x by the notation k and the set of

all such points by the notation K.    The set K is closed.

If an interval i contains no critical point, the set {3m} on i essentially ter-

minates, as one proves by the usual interval-halving process.

Of course, the set K exists only if {3m} is non-terminating ; and even then

it may contain no finite point.

4°.  We are to define an (existent) integral

(i) i:MF(x)dx

of the type X Mi that is, to characterize the function F(x) in order that the sym-

bol (1) may have a (definite finite) value.

If 6 = a, we give to the symbol (1) the value 0.

If on the interval ab the function F(x) vanishes except perhaps at a set of

points of content zero, we give to the symbol (1) the value 0.

Further, if the interval ab contains no critical point ic and so on ab the set

{Bm} is essentially terminating, and if there is a mark m0 such that for all

marks m, m~>m0, the X ""-integrals of F(x) from a to b exist, and for every

subinterval a'b' of ab and mark m > m0

(2) \",TF(X)dx = J.y°F(x)dx,

then we denote by \baMF(x)dx the common value of the existent integrals

1',mF(x)dx (™^:mo)-

Finally, if the finite or infinite interval ab splits into a finite number n of

intervals a]bk(k = 1, • • -, n) taken in the sense of ab in such a way that by the

specifications already made the integrals X a\MF(x) dx are defined, we set

ii

(3) lba"F(x)dx = j:llfF(x)dx.

Thus the symbol (1) is given, if any, in fact a definite finite value.

It is clear that if the set M terminates, with m say, then the types XM I™

are identical.

§5-

THE   DEFINITION   OF   THE   GENERAL   TYPE   X   OF  THE   SET   B.

ly0. With Cantor * a well ordered set W = {w} of marks w is a simply ordered

set with the property that its every subset (including the set itself) has a mark

*Mathematische Annalen, vol. 49 (1897), pp. 207, 208.
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of lowest rank. Every subset of W is itself a well ordered set. I denote by

Wx = {wx} the set of all marks w=wx having immediately preceding marks

w = wx; the mark of lowest rank by w0; and the residual set by W2= {w2}.

It is to be noticed that the marks w = w°x include all the marks of W except the

terminal mark, if there is one.

2°. For the definition of the general type X of improper integrals with re-

spect to the point-set 3 I consider the general well ordered set W such that 3

admits an exhibition, in the notation of §4 Io, of the form 3 = 3"", and I

consider the general exhibition of 3 in this form. The understanding is, how-

ever, that 3 w° = {± oo } and that for every w2 the set 31"2 is the least set con-

taining as subsets the sets 3", w < w2.

We set B„, = 3'*1 — 3'°° ; thus 3Ml denotes an existing point-set.

3°. From the type I»ï of the set 3W? with the properties I-VIII of § 2 and

the set BB, we can, by the first process of induction, define the type X1"1 of the

set 3"1 with the same properties.

Likewise from the types X'% w -< w2, of the respective sets Bw we can define

the type X"°2 of the set B""2 by the second process of induction.

Likewise from all the types \w, w of W, of the respective sets B" we can de-

fine the type X w °f the set 3 w = 3 by the second process.

4°. Now we take as type X"° of the set 3*°° = {±oo } on finite intervals the

(extended) type of proper definite integrals defined in § 1 16°. From this type

follow the definitions of all the types X" an(I °f the type X w • For, if not, there

is an undefined type X"' °f lowest rank w ; and this is impossible, for, by the

statements just made, w is neither w0 nor a to, nor a w2.—Thus the general type

X of the set 3 has definition uniquely related to the general exhibition of B in the

specified partitioned form 3 =. S"', where Wdenotes a well ordered set and where

similar well ordered sets W are for the purposes of the definition equivalent.

5°. In conclusion, we point out how the system of types of improper integrals

thus defined embraces the four current types as extended (§ 1 Io, 16°).

Type I.—In the first type the set S is reducible, that is, for some (lowest)

ordinal a = 1 of Cantor's first or second class of ordinals the derived set

S(a)=0. We consider the set {/3} of ordinals /3,l=/3<a, arranged in

their natural ascending order. This set {ß} is a well ordered set. We con-

sider the similar well ordered set {wx ß} and make it the set Wx of a well ordered

set W, W= w0 4- Wx 4- W2, by introducing the initial mark w0 and a set W2

of marks w2 = w2ßt; here ß2 denotes an ordinal > 1 having no immediately pre-

ceding ordinal, while in well ordered set W the mark w2ß immediately pre-

cedes the mark wlß .    Then the set B1"0 is {±co}, the set B'"1'3 contains all
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points £ not belonging to the derived set 3(ß), and the set 3W2Pv is the least set

containing as subsets the sets B™1*3, ß </32, and so the least set containing as

subsets the sets 3™, w -Kw2ßa.    The set B10' is a proper subset of 3'°" if w -< w".

Type II.—In the second type the set 3 is any set containing ± co ; the set

IF consists of two ordered elements w0, wx; and 3W° = {±co }, 3"1 = 3.

Type III.—The third type is essentially the same as the first type.

Type IV.—The fourth type is in a sense (sufficiently indicated in §19°)

a combination of the second and the first types.

The University of Chicago,

October 2, 1901.


